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MEDIEVAL GRAVESTONES 
OF CAMBRIDGESHIRE, HUNTINGDONSHIRE 

AND THE SOKE OF PETERBOROUGH 

L. A. S. BUTLER, B.A. 

THE careful work devoted to Anglo-Saxon craftsmanship in the counties of Cam-
bridge and Huntingdon by Sir Cyril Fox has made familiar to students the intricate 
patterns of a thousand or more years ago.' The purpose of this article is to present a 
similar study of the medieval gravestones which are a continuation of this art, but 
which also reveal the emergence of new forms. It seems possible to go beyond 
a simple description of the varied styles of the gravestones: they can be placed in a 
datable sequence, the use of different stones is a commentary on local trade condi-
tions, and the final results of the survey show that this form of monumental crafts-
manship existed in many minor schools throughout the medieval period. 

The commonest type of cross-slab or coffin-lid found in the Cambridge region is 
5 to 6 ft. long, slightly tapering, usually coped and with a raised geometric or floral 
design. The coffins which such lids covered were generally of wood in a stoneless 
area, but when they were of stone they would taper to the foot and be shaped at the 
head, internally, as at Meldreth or Swavesëy. Sometimes the coffin was placed 
completely above ground, as a table tomb or standing in some recess in the church, 
as may be seen at Hildersham or Little Chishill. It was inconvenient for the coped 
lid to form part of the pavement of the church, and for this reason most slabs were 
placed in the churchyard and have only been brought indoors for preservation at 
a later date. 

Some slabs lost their patterns, in part or completely, as a result of exposure to 
weather. For a few, an impression of their original design may be gained from similar 
slabs, or they may have been sketched by nineteenth-century antiquarians. Others 
are but fragments incorporated in buttresses, or as door-sills, and photographs 
would not do justice to their design. To overcome these difficulties, the use of 
drawings enables the illustrations to be presented to a uniform scale and with the 
relevant details clear. Examples are occasionally quoted of gravestones now 
destroyed, but illustrated in church notes and architectural manuals of a century or 
more ago ; such collections may fill the gaps in the development of a pattern, but 
their selection has been haphazard and other gaps must be filled by reference to slabs 
outside the region. 

1 Proc. C.A.S. vol. xxiii (1921), pp. 15ff. ; also V.C.H. Cambs. vol. i, pp. 321-2 and V.C.H. Hunts. 
vol. x, P. 279. 	 . 	 - 
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The area under consideration includes the Soke of Peterborough, because it was 
at Barnack or nearby that the oolitic limestone for the majority of local cross-slabs 
was quarried, and so trade conditions prevalent in the other two counties also apply 
to this division. No stone suitable for monumental carving was to be found in 
Cambridge. The position of the Barnack group of quarries relative to the system of 
Fenland waterways guaranteed an easy disposal of its products throughout East 
Anglia. A school of craftsmen had existed in that area in Anglo-Saxon times. When 
discussing eleventh-century slabs in the neighbourhood of Cambridge, Sir Cyril Fox 
spoke of an impoverished style and a limited range of design.' The interlaced panels 
of typical Saxon work suggest a high degree of carving skill, but the conception of 
bold new patterns is absent. The ability to carve the intricate knotwork seems to 
have been lost around the time of the Conquest, and the earliest post-Conquest 
designs are only diagonal shapes capable of conversion to a Maltese type of cross. 
Two slabs at Barnack and at Upwell are isolated examples in this area of a pattern 
also found in North Lincolnshire on stones of similar date. 2  

However, the influence of pre-Conquest work did not easily disappear. The motif 
of a cross patée in a circle at both ends of the shaft can be seen on examples from 
before the Conquest at Willingham, and after it at Oakington and Trumpington. The. 
cross-arm which tapers slightly to its junction with the centre rib is found on slabs 
at Little Shelford ; one of these is certainly Saxon, the others may be compared with 
a post-Conquest slab at Barnack. A small group of twelfth-century slabs (Fig. 1, 1)3 

have the splayed cross-arm accentuated by finely-drawn lines, and the head and the 
base are of a diamond shape likewise incised; horizontal ridging of this type occurs 
at Bassingbourn, Paston, Rampton and Wood Walton (Fig. 1, z). 

A characteristic of widespread distribution was the U-shaped foot separating the 
cross-bars at head and foot from the rest of the pattern. It is to be seen on two Saxon 
slabs from Cambridge Castle site (now in the Museum of Archaeology and Ethno-
logy, Cambridge). Parallels to these occur as far apart as Ramsbury in Wiltshire and 
Howell in Kesteven. 4  1he latter slab is possibly of the twelfth century, and may be 
compared to slabs at Castor and Ufford, and to a lost one from Chesterton (CambS). 5  
Slightly later is a tombstone in the grounds of Anglesey Priory with a double omega 
ornament and a step base. Similar to the axe-type head at Castor is a slab at Stilton, 
but these slabs are the only examples of this pattern within the region: nevertheless, 
they are of value for the light they throw on the continuance of an Anglo-Saxon 
typology. 

By the middle of the twelfth century the various Saxon influences combined to 
make prominent a few set types. Their distinguishing characteristic was a coped 
ridge which runs from head to foot, emerging from above the cross at the head and 

1  Proc. C.A.S. vol. xxiii, pp. 24ff. 
2 Arch.. vol. LXXXIII (1926), pp. 3ff. 
3  Slabs of this type may be seen at Helpston, Maxey, Paston, Stapleford, Waterbeach ; also at Whaplode 

(Lincs.). 	 - 
4 V.C.H. Cambs. ibid. ; Arch. Y. vol. LXXXIII, p. 15. 
5  J. Boutell, MSS. notes, vol. ii, p. i6i (in library of Downing College, Cambridge). 
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Fig. x . I , Waterbeach. Barnack School. Late eleventh century; z, Wood Walton. Barnack School. Late 
eleventh century; 3, Little Shelford. Barnack School. Late twelfth century; 4, Spaldwick. Barnack School. 
Mid-thirteenth century; 5, Barnack. Of Barnack stone. Late thirteenth century; .  6, Fen Ditton. • Of 
Barnack stone. Late thirteenth century; 7,  Hildersham. Purbeck School. Fourteenth century. 8, Melbourn. 
Local imitation of Purbeck style. Fourteenth century; 9,  Landwade. Purbeck School. Late thirteenth 
century; io, Pidley. Local imitation of Purbeck style (Barnack work). Late thirteenth century; i i, Yelling. 
Cambridge School. Of Barnack stone. Mid-late fourteenth century; rz, Chesterton. Cambridge School. 
Of Barnack stone. Mid-late fourteenth century. (Scale of 3  and  4 = in. to I ft.; remainder i in. to i ft.) 
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below the cross or three uneven steps at the base. During the twelfth and thirteenth 
centuries this is the basic design'  around which later developments grew. The 
simplest pattern had only this median rib extending from head to foot—as at Barnack 
or Jesus College Chapel, Cambridge. More usual was a plain cross-arm found at 
Great Stukeley, Gamlingay, Great Wilbraham, Barnack and Yaxley. There are seven 
slabs outside the south transept of Peterborough Cathedral with this plain cross-arm 
placed near the head of the slab. The later reproductions of this type at Keyston 
and Great Wilbraham are of more artistic work. The combination of cross bar at the 
head and a cross pate'e in a circle at the base is met with only once, at Emneth, but 
that coffin lid is important for showing how the earlier form of cross was likely to 
develop into a ' block-ended '   type at Barnack, Bourne, Oakington and St Benet's, 
Cambridge.' 

The commonest form, found on seventy slabs in the region, was the cross patée in 
a circle—the geometric head (Fig. 1, The circle might be repeated at both ends of 
the shaft, as in Anglo-Saxon examples, and perhaps be placed on the middle of the 
shaft as well. 2  

The double omega or ribbon ornament is a decoration found widely in the area, 
but for it no adequate explanation has yet been given. 3  The examples illustrated 
(Fig. 2) might elucidate the origins of this ornament, which seems peculiar to the 
Barnack carvers. Was it a conventionalized knotwork panel, become so meagre as to 
be almost unintelligible on an early twelfth-century slab from Cambridge ?4  Was it 
a development from the centre cross-arm, splaying out to a saltire shape—a shape 
still maintained at Meldreth ? As the century progresses, much of the rigidity of 
form is lost; the foot of the omega sometimes assumes a loose ribbon end, or becomes 
curly. The centre cross-bar returns often as a dart, arrow-head or trefoil. Although 
most double omegas are on coffin-lids of a geometric type, the last five illustrated are 
found on slabs with a floral pattern. 

The geometric style was prevalent in the twelfth century, and the transition to a 
floral ' round-leaf ' pattern took place early in the thirteenth century. A slab at 
Croxton shows the circle head replaced by four small circles on a diamond, while at 
Marhoim, north of Peterborough, the circles have become a ' round-leaf '   cross 
although the base is still the large circle with four leaf-shaped incisions. This head 
(Fig. 1,  4) is the standard type found on ninety slabs in the region. Sometimes the 
head shows a greater affinity to a diamond background, but in other cases the cross is 
emphasized. These slabs are of raised workmanship, as are all but the earliest Barnack 
products. 

A fragment of cross-head at Boxworth is, therefore, unusual in that it is incised. 
The pattern of head has an exact local parallel at Weston Colville, but the method of 

1  Slab at Oakington : see E. L. Cutts, A Manualfor the Study of Sepulchral Slabs and Crosses of the Middle 
Ages (5849), p1. XLV. 

2 Slabs at Horningsea and Trumpington, op. cit. p1. LIII. 
3  Cutts, op. cit. pp. 44-5, suggests chest hinges or processional cross-ribbons. 
4  Excavated from Cambridge Town Hall site in 1781:  W. Cole, MSS. vol. XII, fol. 148b. 
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carving may be compared to work in the east midlands.' The stone itself was quarried 
in the Raunds area, but it will need a careful search to find parallels to this slab in 
mid-Northamptonshire. 

During the thirteenth century the curling ' round-leaf '   became more elongated 
and leaf-like; the three slabs in this style, at Fulbourn, Milton and Waterbeach, 
must be the work of one carver. Two slabs at Chesterton (Cambs.) and a third at 
Weston Colville tend towards a fleur-de-lis • termination. The introduction of the 
fleur-de-lis during the thirteenth century may be seen in two unusual half-sized 
slabs (Fig. I, 5, 6) : the one at Barnack has a pattern still close to traditional models, 
and it seems probable that the other at Fen Ditton was also carved there. 
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Fig. z. Forms of '-double omega '  used by Barnack School. Twelfth and thirteenth centuries. x , Meldreth; 
2, Gamlingay; 3,  Barnack;  4, Sawtry;  5,  Catworth; 6, Morborne; 7,  Stanground; 8, Steeple Gidding; 
9, Cambridge, St Benet ; io, Wansford ; i i , Caldecote (Hunts). - 

Before considering the fleur-de-lis types of the fourteenth century, another group 
of slabs—the Purbeck marble work—must be examined. Ten coffin-lids are known 
from Cambridgeshire: six remain in parish churches, but four are only found in the 
notes of the antiquary, William Cole. Their designs are very slightly raised, the lids 
are usually fiat, and their beauty lies in the finely-carved edge mouldings which 
contrast greatly with the roughly-finished, straight-sided Barnack tombs. 

The Purbeck school was at the height of its production from the reign of Henry II, 
but it was fifty years later before the work reached the Cambridge area. Probably the 
earliest example is a base from Barnwell, a shaft issuing from a dragon's head. 2  At 
March and Meidreth the pattern is of five linked crosses. 3  This does not seem so 
attractive as the trefoil type—the heraldic cross botonée—to be seen at Hildersham 

1  As at Finningley, Notts. (T/zoroton Soc. Trans. vol. LVI (1952), P. 25,  p1. I e). 
2  Now lost; see Cole, MSS. vol. xviii, fol. 137b;  also in S. Sandars' additions to Lysons' Magna 

Britannia (Cambs.), f. 686 (in Cambridge University Library). 
3 Slabs at March and Meidreth: see Monumental Inscriptions and Coats of Arms from Cambridgeshire 

(ed. W. M. Palmer, 1932), plate I,  figs. 4, 3. 
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(Fig. 1,  7), Stretham and Duxford St John's. Some local craftsman gained inspira-
tion from the trefoil pattern to produce that gravestone in Melbourn churchyard, 
which, though of Barnack stone, is quite alien to Barnack style (Fig. 1, 8). Such 
imitation was not unusual: at Pidley in Huntingdonshire (Fig. i , i o) may be seen an 
adaptation of another marble pattern to the Barnack tradition; the elements from 
Barnack are the continuous shaft, the double omega and the three step base; from 
a slab at Landwade is copied the shape of the head, the ball on the shaft beneath it 
and the flat surface of the lid (Fig. 1, 9) . 

Evidence that the Nene valley craftsmen converted these characteristics into a 
local style is provided by a slab at Yaxley. A reddish marble-like limestone from 
Alwalton is used; the continuous shaft is abandoned for one which stops short at the 
cross-head; the steps of the base are still uneven, but the head is similar to patterns 
found in Dorset;' the edge moulding is a double chamfer in contrast to Barnack 
plainness. There is a fragment at Great Stukeley of the same type, but if any more 
slabs were carved in this style they have been lost without record. These two examples 
show sufficiently well how the local mason could competently reproduce a superior 
design. 

The early fourteenth century was a decisive period in the development of local 
medieval gravestones. The Purbeck models no longer gave impetus to local carvers, 
since brasses had become fashionable and the ' blue stone '  was only quarried for 
matrices and architectural work. The Barnack quarries were, at this time, experiencing 
a recession in production. The craftsmen seem to have given up the large-scale out-
put of the previous century, when over z000 grave slabs were dispersed throughout 
East Anglia and the East Midlands. This average of twenty a year argues for a 
specialist body of permanent carvers, besides the considerable labour force working 
upon all the building stone hewn, shaped and finished in the Barnack area. The 
change of direction in the flow of the main Fenland rivers at about the same period 
also limited the supply of Barnack stone to Cambridgeshire. 2  

In light of these changing conditions, the monopoly held by Barnack in the field 
of supply and stone-carving was weakened. For the first time since the Conquest, 
Cambridge appears to have had a monumental mason's yard. In artistic appeal its 
products surpass earlier Barnack work. The ' round-leaf '   cross becomes a clustered 
head at Orwell and Chippenham ; the double omega is replaced by shoots midway 
up the shaft, as may also be seen at Lolworth. 3  The flower shoots sprout all the way on 
either side of the shaft at Barnwell and Hildersham, but this design was not peculiar 
to the Cambridge neighbourhood. 4  There are two similar slabs from Long Stow of 

1  As at Wareham and Corfe on the Isle of Purbeck. 
2  D. Knoop and G. P. Jones, The Mediaeval Mason 	chs. iii, iv passim; T. D. Atkinson, Local Style 

in English Architecture, ch. vs passim; H. C. Darby, The Medieval Fenland, pp. 96-106 ; Gordon Fowler, 
' Extinct Waterways of the Fens ' , Geog. Y. vol. LXXXIII (1934), map p. 32, et passim. 

3  Slab at Lolworth : see Cutts, op. cit. p1. LIX. 	 . 
4  Two slabs at Whittlesey and one at Emneth with this decoration are on dark brown car-stone, and are 

difficult to classify without further investigation (Sandars, op. cit. f. 107 ; The Builder, vol. LV (1888), 
P. 268). There are examples in this style at Barnack and Castor: not a large ' group '. At Morborne and 
Yaxley (Fig. 3, I) earlier slabs with double omegas have floral darts. 
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stone from Weldon (between Thrapston and Uppingham), and their design has 
parallels in Northamptonshire. The only other example of this stone used locally for 
gravestones is a half-sized slab at Barham, 4  miles north of Long Stow. 

The Barnack group of carvers broke less easily from the traditional pattern of 
continuous shaft and double omega. The cross-head with six or eight cardinal points 
was the first step. The rose decoration gave new interest as at Yaxley (fig. 3, i). 
On the very fine slab at Warboys the roses appear to be the only link with the past: 
its inscription is illegible, but seems to be of the late fourteenth century; it has a fiat 
surface, in contrast to the group of contemporary tombs at Cambridge  (Fig. 3, 2). 

Fig. 3 . 1, Yaxley. Of Barnack stone. Mid-late fourteenth century ; z, Warboys. Of Barnack stone. 
Mid-late fourteenth century. (Scale: i in. to i ft.) 

It is difficult to identify the stone used for the slab at Yelling (Fig. i , i i): it may 
be from north Bedfordshire where similar work exists at Odell and Harrold, or else 
from Barnack and have been carved by a Cambridge mason. The .  latter group had, 
however, left the floral designs in favour of simple fleur-de-lis on steeply coped 
tombs, as in Chesterton churchyard near Cambridge (Fig. i , 12).1 

The local clunch, quarried at Barrington, Cherry Hinton and Burwell, was only 
suitable for interior decorative carving, but three examples are known of its use for 
gravestones. One, at Great St Mary's in Cambridge, was noted by Cole. The other 
two are at Barrington with simple Latin crosses and the pattern inlaid in pitch; both 
are worn, with defaced border inscriptions (if they ever bore any lettering at all). 

1  There were seven other slabs with similar fleur-de-lis heads at Chesterton: see J. Gough, Sepulchral 
Monuments in England and Wales (1786), vol. i, Introd. p. cix, p1. iii ; Relham, MSS. drawings, pis. 1113-  116  
(in library of Cambridge Antiquarian Society) ; ed. Palmer 1932, ibid. p1. i, figs. 16-18. 
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The symbols of a mason, the square and compasses, appear on one slab. The prac-
tice of depicting the trade of the deceased was common in the North, but is only 
encountered twice in this region: at Peterborough there is a book, the Gospels, 
for a priest or deacon, and on a lost slab at Abington Pigotts there was an axe for a 
forester.' 

Fifteenth-century work on Barnack stone was in a cusped style which seems 
ponderous and ill-proportioned; its rosettes and the oblique terminations are debased 
characteristics from the slab at Warboys. Examples are found at Southoe, Old 
Weston and Catworth, while slightly later slabs may be seen at Fletton (two), 
Wistow, Hemingford Grey, Peterborough and Tydd St Giles. 2  

Contemporary work at Lolworth 3  has the pattern incised on an unidentified 
Northamptonshire stone; the lines would have been filled in with pitch or lead. This 
technique in the first half of the century, both here and on clunch at Barrington, 
heralds a group of fifteen rectangular grave-slabs of Ketton stone. They are a 
compact group in the Nene valley: on the Huntiñgdonshire side at Chesterton, 
Orton Longueville, Botolphbridge and Stanground ; on the northern bank at 
Peterborough, Maxey, Paston, Helpston, Ufford and Thornhaugh. The majority 
have border inscriptions later than 1450. The patterns are ornate combinations of a 
fleur-de-lis type, the common characteristic is a single line shaft. Slightly different 
is the latest slab in the region—at Dullingham. 4  The pattern is incised, but the 
border of stencil-like semi-circles is most unusual. It commemorates one of the 
North family who died early in the sixteenth century. Although it is of Ketton stone, 
its style is distinct from this previous group, and it may be a late product of the 
Cambridge school. 

The survey has now covered four centuries of monumental art and it is possible to 
draw some conclusions concerning the direction of trade within this area. The first 
map (Map i) shows the distribution of slabs in geometric and allied designs, all 
dating from the eleventh and twelfth centuries. The grouping ' Barnack school' 
seems feasible, because it was mainly at Barnack that the stone was quarried; 
existing building accounts, as at Ramsey and Ely, 5  reveal that considerable quantities 
of stone were ordered from Barnack for the Fenland abbeys and castles. Forty 
cross-slabs of this early period may be seen in Barnack churchyard; presumably 
they were carved in or near the village; when gravestones of similar design are found 
in fifty more churches in the region, there seems little doubt that these slabs were also 
carved at Barnack. 

The pattern of distribution is regular: no longer is there the Anglo-Saxon concen- 
1  Lost slab at Great St Mary's: see Cole, MSS. vol. ix, f. 46; Sandars, op. cit. f. 756;  at Barrington and 

at Abington Pigotts : see ed. Palmer 1932 ibid. p1. i, figs. 5, 10 ; a worn slab at Yaxley may have had a 
chalice and book for a priest. 

2  Slab at Wistow : see Cutts, op. cit. p1. LII* ; at Tydd : see Gough, op. cit. vol. ii, Introd. p. ccxlvii, 
p1 . xviii, fig. i. • 

3  Slabs at Lolworth : see Cutts, op. cit. pis. xxiv, xxvi. 
4  Slab at Dullingham : see Cutts, op. cit. p1. xxx. 
5  Cartulary of Ramsey (1884-93), Rolls series, vol. iii, p. 542. F. R. Chapman, Sacrist Rolls of Ely, 

passim. 
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tration around Peterborough and Cambridge that Fox discovered. Three areas are 
noticeably empty: Huntingdonshire west of the Ermine Street, the silt fen north of 
Ely, and the eastern Cambridgeshire heights. When the late twelfth- and thirteenth-
century map (Map z) is studied, some change has occurred in these three districts. 
In west Huntingdonshire is the increase in cross-slabs most evident. This expansion 
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Map i. Fen area is shaded. 

of trade accompanied the clearance of the Bruneswald, or Forest of Bromswold, and 
the growth of Huntingdon as a minor centre of distribution. The thirteenth century 
was a period of fen colOnization, which extended into the Norfolk Marshland where 
coffin-lids of similar date occur. If the purchasepf cross-slabs is a reliable indication 
of wealth, there was a corresponding rise in prosperity in the villages on the fen 
margins, though the Isle of Ely itself provides no similar evidence. The occurrence of 
cross-slabs in Cambridgeshire's upland villages might argue for a road development 
parallel to that already presupposed in the south-west of the county. This expansion 

7 	 . 	 CAS 
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was aided by the network of rivers, dykes and lodes, which enabled boatmen to sail 
or pole their flat-bottomed barges or ' shutes ' to within a few miles of their desti-
nation. The many complaints against fish-weirs and mill races confirm that the 
rivers were in constant use, not only to convey stone, but to transport numerous 
goods to the fairs of Stourbridge, St Ives and Reach. From their 'quay' on the 
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Map z. Fen area is shaded. Lost slabs are shown by open circles. 

Nene at Gunwade, the Barnack quarrymen could rapidly dispatch their products 
inland up the Ouse or the Cam, or downstream to the Wash and Norfolk coast 
ports.' . 

The Purbeck gravestones were carved in Dorset, and then dispersed by coastal 
shipping, similar to the export of Cornish roofing slate at the same period and by the 

1  L. F. Salzman, English Industries of the Middle Ages (1923), ch. v; H. C. Darby,, The Medieval Fenland, 
pp. 96-106 ; R. A. Pelham, in Darby's Historical Geography of England, pp. :z60-5; J. F. Willard, 'Inland 
Transportation in England during the fourteenth century', Speculum, vol. 1 (1926), P. 371. 
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same means.' It seems most likely that the coffin-lids and early cross-brasses 
destined for Cambridgeshire would be unloaded at London. Then they would 
travel by barge up the river Lea to Ware and finish the journey by cart, passing 
through the Chesterford gap. The frequent appearance of Purbeck cross-slabs in 
Hertfordshire and western Essex, and the occurrence of early brasses only in the 
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south of the region, would suggest a traffic through London rather than the longer 
journey around the Norfolk coast. The slabs at March, Stretham and Haddenham 
might well have completed the last stage by river from Cambridge, or else the 
coastal route was used. 

By the late medieval period the problems of transport had been largely overcome, 
and the pattern is now of local groupings. The slackening of demand for gravestones 

1 E. M. Jope and G. C. Dunning, ' The Use of Blue Slate for Roofing in Medieval England ' , Antiq. 
Journ. vol. xxxiv 0951), pp. 209ff. 
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of this type is apparent, since the third map (Map 3)  has far fewer examples to a span 
of two centuries. The floral designs of the Barnack school show by their limited 
distribution the contraction experienced by the fourteenth century: three slabs near 
Cambridge (and possibly one at Emneth) are all that remain of the extensive market 
enjoyed in the late thirteenth century. There was still a trade in uncarved stone 
between Barnack and Cambridge, for the floral slabs at Chippenham, Chesterton 
and Orwell must have been carved at Cambridge since their distribution is so 
limited. The remaining source for stone graveslabs was the oolitic limestone belt at 
Raunds and Weldon. 

The early fifteenth century (1400-30) marked a significant decline in the local 
demand for cross-slabs. They were less fashionable than the London-designed 
effigy brasses now to be found in greatly increased numbers and more widely dis-
persed within the region than in any previous generation. However, there remained 
a market for the cusped style of coffin-lid with an oblique-ended cross: examples 
range from the fine workmanship at Warboys to the roughly-finished stones at 
Bluntisham. The distribution pattern shows a further stage in Barnack's decline; its 
sphere is now restricted to Huntingdonshire north and west of the Ouse. This was 
the last phase of work on Barnack stone, and the centre for it was possibly Peter-
borough, in view of the greater number of slabs there and because the sculptors had 
probably set up their shop and guild in the nearest town. Both river and road might 
have been used to distribute the stones in this group. 

The range of Ketton gravestones with single line shafts and border inscriptions 
was even more localized. It introduces no difficulties in transport between quarry, 
workshop (probably at Stamford) and the final destination. Clearly shown is 
Barnack's inability to meet even the limited requirements of the late fifteenth 
century, owing to the exhaustion of the quarries. 

The picture of trade is of a fan held at Barnack, spreading out southwards and 
eastwards by extensive use of the Fenland river network. Our area also lies on the 
northern fringe of the Dorset marbiework redirected through London in the 
thirteenth century. There was later the emergence of minor local schools, a familiar 
feature of the fifteenth century when trade was freer and the stonemasons had moved 
away from the quarry sheds to Peterborough, Stamford and Cambridge.' 

1  J wish to thank Dr G. H. S. Bushnell and Mr J. Saltmarsh for helpful suggestions made during the 
preparation of this article; Mr E. A. R. Rahbula and the staff of the Royal Commission on Historical 
Monuments at Cambridge for permission to inspect unpublished notes; Mr W. L. Cuttle for permission 
to inspect MSS. in Downing College Library; Lord Fairhaven for permission to view medieval work at 
Anglesey, Cambs. . 
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